Three critical factors challenge Collective Intelligence of
your organization:

ADAPTIVE
COLLABORATIVE

INNOVATIVE

PROZIG allows
employees to
identify mentors
and experts within
the organization
and unlock new
possibilities.

1. Being Adaptive
2. Being Collaborative
3. Being Innovative
The power source of Collective Intelligence lies in harnessing the knowledge
networks, often trapped in silos. We unlock Collective Intelligence by
encouraging employees to be adaptive, collaborative, and innovative.
We do it by interconnecting employees with experts and mentors within
your organization(s).
We offer a unique Cloud SaaS platform: PROZIG that enables your
organization to transform and explore new dimensions of success by
leveraging the workforce's capabilities and experiences.
PROZIG empowers the workforce to evolve and enable effective
collaboration resulting in unparalleled employee experience and improved
productivity.
This unique and innovative concept strengthens the workforce to the core
by aligning their capabilities with industry-relevant skills and strategies.

PROZIG
Suitable for all industries and businesses. The platform offers a
unique collaboration and outcome-oriented engagement model,
and the ability to maintain a work log. It is powered by workflow
to ensure alignment on the objective. Leverage the value of
other features such as feedback process, ability to engage
multiple experts in a project, flexibility to enable and disable your
seeker, expert, mentor, and mentee's roles.

The Four-Dimensional
success model
PROZIG allows employees to choose from four-dimensional roles to
experience and expand their overall capabilities. They can act both
as a receiver and provider.
It offers flexibility to choose a single role, any combination of roles,
and all roles.
1. Mentors - Providing mentorship
2. Mentees - Receiving mentorship
3. Expert - Providing expert advice to seekers
4. Seekers - Seeking expert advice
This model leads to increased interconnections, fosters innovation,
and a culture of collaborative success.

Search. Engage. Recognize

Create a profile, Search for experts and mentors or get found.

Search Mentors
& Experts

Engage for
Success

Recognition
and Feedback

Search for experts and
mentors.

Engage with outcome led
model of milestones.

Mentor and experts build
leadership.

Benefit from a unique
algorithm to suggest the
best match.

Achieve results,
communicate using the
inbuilt messaging feature.

Invite experts and
mentors, discuss
objectives and engage.

Log working hours and
monitor progress.

The model of star rating
and descriptive feedback
ensures the quality of
engagements.

It is powered by workflow
to ensure alignment and
transparency.

Leverage the power of

Exceptional outcomes and
feedbacks get recognized.

collective experience

ENGINEERED TO SUCCEED
PRODUCT FE A TURE S

Engage
1. Search Mentors/Experts/
Projects
2. Engage simultaneously with
multiple experts/mentors

Report
1. Measure Engagement Cost
v/s Outcome
2. Employees manage their
availability of chosen role(s)

3. Milestone/Worklog creation,
acceptance and rejection

3. Performance Dashboard

4. Event notifications and e-mails

4. Multiple reports available on
various parameters

Govern
1. Integrate with enterprise
2. Manage profiles
3. Onboard external members
4. Approve qualified
mentors/experts only

5. Conversation board

5. Robust security for user’s
access.

6. Rate experts and mentors

6. Admin Framework

Zigtal has been
successful in rapidly
acquiring a strong client
base.
Zigtal is evolving as one of
the top-rated brands for
optimum success of
organizations.

Rate Mentors
and Experts
to up their
game.

PROZIG also
integrates with
your current HR
systems to give
you advance
reports for
measuring
success.

WINNING ON EACH FRONTIER.
Improve employee experience. Transform your employees for the future of work and engage the
workforce to learn from each other.

1. Customer experience

Motivate employees to drive customer success more effectively.

2. Productivity

Increase productivity by saving on training and learning costs.

3. Efficiency

Achieve faster time to value and innovate. Discover new possibilities.

4. Collaboration

Enable employees to come together and collaborate for organizational success.

Unparalleled Employee
Experience
Employees experience winning in day to
day tasks and projects. This experience
allows them to envision a future with
the organization and puts them in a
sweet spot. It also helps them foster a
culture of leadership and development.

5. Integrate & Build

Leverage APIs of ZIGTAL to build an integrated and intelligent platform.

Other Platforms of Zigtal
COMZIG: Incubators/University Solution

Additional features of COMZIG

ZIGTAL has identified that this platform can be extremely beneficial for communities, universities,
education institutes, start-up incubation hubs, recruitment businesses, and any organization that
allows engagements among people as volunteers and with a fee.

1. Allows multiple fee structure unique
to each engagement
2. Engagement fee negotiation module

Hence, introducing COMZIG. It includes all features of PROZIG plus the engagement price
negotiation process as a fixed price and hourly rate. Log work hours that are supported by workflow.
Learn and earn.

3. Milestone based cost monitoring
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